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HOW THE SYSTEM WORKS

THERMOSEALER
Todays packaging line world is divided into either thermoforming or tray sealing lines, the first producing
value packs, the second higher quality packs with greater flexibility.
Platformer is the missing link.
Combining the Mondini Trave with the Mondini Platformer your packaging line becomes what could be
defined as a thermosealer... giving the best of both Worlds.
The unique LIP forming done during the platforming process generates platformed trays
of outstanding quality.
Free to switch from thermoformed in-line trays from a reel or premade trays at any moment in time during
production, according to the needs of your business.

REVOLUTIONARY
Developed in response to customer demands to improve sustainability of the tray sealer technology without
reducing the benefits. This we achieved through smart innovative engineering which allows us to produce
trays from roll-stock film reels at the customer’s factory. The system cuts precisely the amount of plastic
needed for each product and promptly thermoforms the tray. They are filled with product and tray sealed
immediately improving system efficiency and security. Significant materials savings are achieved with
wastage below 2% while REDUCING the carbon footprint of the tray manufacturing and logistics process.
The PLATFORMER® has the flexibility to fabricate trays in
THERMOSEALER VERSION IN-LINE fabricating trays directly linked with the speed
of the Trave® Tray Sealer.
OFF LINE tray making and stacking for feeding directly onto existing customer packaging line.
The PLATFORMER® produces quality trays which deliver substantial performance improvements versus
HFFS thermoforming.

TANGIBLE ADVANTAGES
• Trave and Platformer combined together deliver the ultimate packaging line driving down the cost and
extending pack tiering.
• Base tray waste of just 2%.
• Simple, fast tray format change over.
• In-line, on-demand feeding.
• Quick reel change over.
• Whether using trays made in line or pre-made, the line is designed in such
a way that the product can be filled either automatically or using skilled staff.
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